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it includes all of the classical dlc's in a single file, in case you forgot. so if you bought this already
and in the future you want to get mdlc, you just have to download this, put it in

steam/steamapps/common/fallout 4/dlc/ for your game version and call it a day. the graphics look
very dated, it needs a bit of an update. i understand that the game is designed for the 4:3 aspect
ratio, but i would recommend aiming for the 16:9 aspect ratio since it fits better in the 16:9 aspect
ratio. 2, 2 from reddit on grand ages: medieval incl.dlc (2.2.1.5) : (02-06-2019, 01:03 am)fulfillment
wrote: the graphics look very dated, it needs a bit of an update. i wouldn't dare mess with the 4:3

aspect ratio aspect ratio because it's a real pain. still, it looks rather.. the graphics look very dated, it
needs a bit of an update. still, it looks rather good in 4:3, so i'm fine with that. if you really mean
16:9, i can try to make that work.5) : (01-06-2019, 01:14 pm)data user wrote: if you really mean
16:9, i can try to make that work. the 4:3 aspect ratio in some screenshots has been cropped. i

haven't really changed anything, so it should be fine. a list of changes in this patch include: - mode
select screen now remembers last mode selection and applies it in the next, instead of defaulting to
gameplay mode. - center and right-click menus on the horse menu now functions correctly. - graphs
on horse menu now show statistics for all horses in the unit. - alarm icons will now show up on the
map. - live map now works correctly on boats. - map view text will now show numbers only. - ship
view text will now show numbers only. - the map will now update more frequently in modes where

the entire map has been cleared. - a warning for the ai telling them to hold back will now show up if
they're rapidly retreating (instead of if they are retreating at all). - mist and fog will no longer

obscure the map. - map text will no longer be hidden when the map is zoomed in. - heading strafing
will no longer cause the map to refresh. - map interface speed will now be controlled by the in game

speed input.
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